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 by mikefats   

Kimberly Boutique 

"Designer Duds"

In West Hartford, Kimberly Boutique is the spot to visit if you seek

authentic designer fashions from heavyweights such as Diane Von

Furstenburg, BCBG, Nicole Miller and many others. On the shelves and

racks, visitors will also find handbags, scarves and other accessories in

addition to elegant tops, dresses, and pants. Moreover, the owners are

always changing fashions depending on the season, so guests are sure to

find something for winter, fall, summer or spring.

 +1 860 523 4894  www.shopkimberly.com/  kim@shopkimberly.com  968 Farmington Avenue,

West Hartford CT

 by Christian Guthier   

Lux Bond & Green 

"Luxurious LBG"

Lux, Bond & Green is a luxury jeweler with locations throughout the

Northeast. At this one in West Hartford, visitors can find the same elegant

jewelry, from Baume & Mercier and Rolex watches to Furrer-Jacot and

Gucci accessories, every item comes from a brand associated with quality,

opulence and class. Of course, LBG is a popular shop to find that exclusive

engagement or wedding ring or the perfect gift.

 +1 860 521 3015  www.lbgreen.com/Locatio

ns/West-Hartford

 westhartford@lbgreen.com  46 Lasalle Road, West

Hartford CT

 by love Maegan   

Lord & Taylor 

"Shoppers' Paradise"

Belonging to the retail chain by the same name, Lord & Taylor is one of

the finest luxury departmental store in the town. Whether you are looking

for some stylish garments or chic home decor, Lord & Taylor has

something for every one. The store houses fashionable clothing for

women, men and children and is truly a one-stop shop for fashion. Besides

clothing, the store is a home to chic accessories ranging from bags to

jewelry. There are beauty products from the internationally acclaimed

brands like Estee Lauder, Clinique, Burberry and more as well. All in all,

you are sure to find something for your taste as you visit here.

 +1 860 521 8411  locations.lordandtaylor.com/en/wes

tfarms-mall

 1500 New Britain Avenue, Westfarms

Mall, Farmington CT

 by Mercury Jane   

Monarch Jewelers 

"Stylish Accessories"

Operating since more than three decades, Monarch Jewelers is a trusted

name for diamond jewelry in Farmington. This store specializes in

designer engagement rings and is a must-visit spot before planning to go

down on one-knee for the proposal. Check their collection of diamond

studded rings from designers like Caro 74, Zeghani, Valina and others.

Besides the engagement rigs, the store houses an elegant collection of

wedding bands, pearl jewelry and daily accessories. Whether you want it
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for yourself or as a gift for a loved ones, you are sure to find something for

your taste at Monarch Jewelers.

 +1 860 679 7700  monarchjewelers.com/  838 Farmington Avenue, Suite 2,

Epicure Plaza, Farmington CT
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